BUYING NEW GRASS - MAKE IT DROUGHT TOLERANT/DISEASE TOLERANT

Your lawn has just experienced the worst drought in Texas since the 1950’s. This upcoming year the forecasters predict another year of drought. Your new lawn needs some extra help to sustain itself. You need RHIZOGEN to build the root structure to tackle the future drought upcoming and to repair your existing lawn from what has already taken place this past year. It also acts as starter fertilizer for your new grass.

Contains (400 billion) total Bacillus Bacteria
Contains 7200 total Mycorrhizal Fungi
Increase Root Vitality
Cures Brown Patch and Take All Patch
Improved Nutrient Uptake
Healthier Plants & Improved Yields

Breaks down decaying matter in the soil to feed back nutrients to the plant roots.

THIS BAG REPLACES NEED TO FERTILIZE THE GRASS FOR 6 MONTHS

Apply to the ground 23 pounds (almost half a bag) and then lay the new sod on top. Water the new sod for two weeks daily until the lawn roots have set themselves into the soil.

One Bag (50 pounds) covers 1,000 square feet  OR  2.2 pallets of grass

SALE PRICE: $25.00

HAVE YOU BEEN WANTING TO TOPDRESS YOUR LAWN WITH COMPOST?

You hear about it on the Randy Lemmon Garden Line. They tell you to top dress your lawn with 2 year old leaf mold compost. What if you could not only top dress but also level the lawn with a Lawn Mix.

We blend the RHIZOGEN with a mixture of topsoil and mason sand.

$42.00 per cubic yard

So now you are leveling your lawn and building up the microbial activity in the soil. I am sure you are starting to realize tree roots coming to the surface of the soil, you need to cover these with a soil blend to cover over these roots.

If you have Brown Patch Fungus in your Lawn each year or Take All Patch (this kills your grass) you have no choice but to put RHIZOGEN into your soil profile.
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